
How�to�
Build
Wealth�on�a
$500�weekly
paycheck



No matter how hard you put in the work, if you are

not ready psychologically; you will never achieve your

goal.

Set�the�right�mindset
Growth�Mindset



Make money 7/7

Don't skip a day.Even if it is

$0.5 take it and save it.

Don't neglect any penny,any

cent, any dollar.

Be focused, don't be short sided

Don't get distracted by short term opportunities always thing of long term.

Be patient

Acknowledge it takes times and a slow process to build wealth.

Don't spend
money, save
money

Think of any spend as an

investment that generates a

return on investment.

Time = money

You need to understand the

concept of "Time Value

Money". As a consequence

don't trade your skills for

money but trade your time

for money.

Find a mentor

It should be a person that

has your best interest in

mind. Ideal it should be a

person that can help you

unleash your full potential. 

Join a professional
organization

Your interaction with your

accomplish peers will

enlighten you.

Eliminate all toxic
friends

Surround yourself with

people that have

visions,aspirations and

values.

Community

 A community needs to have

those three attributes :

Support

Elevation 

Social 

Protection

Honesty

Be kind

Always remember you are

not essential. In addition

good people always find a

way out.

Live below your
means

Make sure your expenses

grow according to your

revenue. For example your

rent should never be more

than 30% of your income.



Take
action

 



Passive�income

 

Lending�circle

 

Stock�market

 

Invest�abroad
 



Lending�circle
Case�study

Find 4 people that you really trust with stable income.

Decide to pool every month for example $300 per

person at a specific date do it for a year Then give all to

the money to the host of the day. Then repeat the

action every month and rotate the host.

As a result you will receive an extra income of $1500

every quarter including your money. That is a total of

$6000 in a year as extra income per year that is good

money interest free. 



passive�
income



Online course

Earn Passive Income with Lending Club Open a High-Interest Savings Account

Podcast

Book

Rent your car 

Sponsor a ride
sharing driver

Cash back on
rewards

Rent a room on
Airbnd



Stock
Market



Invest with little leveraging Apps

Mutual funds

If you agree to automatic monthly investments

between $50 and $100

Fixed income US Government

Treasury Securities

Treasury securities with maturities of anywhere

from 30 days to 30 years in denominations are

available for as low as $100

Worthy bonds

For as little as $10, you can invest in worthy

bonds. Worthy bonds are fixed interest bonds that

fund loans for creditworthy American Business.

Foreign currencies

Currencies are an excellent way to make money.

But it can be very volatile

Others options

If you dig very well you can find many platform

that allows you to invest with little money.
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Invest�
abroad



With�little�as
you�can�invest�in�very�succesful�ventures
abroad.�Specially�in�emerging�markets.
Take�advantage�of�the�strenght�of�US
Dollar�and�find�credible�investment
opportunities�abroad.

$25 



Be�curious�
Be�focused
Be�determinded


